Orientation Agenda
Winter 2016

Friday, January 8, 2016

9:30 am, **DC 1331 - Welcome Session**
Professor Mark Giesbrecht (Director of the David R. Cheriton School of Computer Science), Professor Stephen Mann (Director of Graduate Studies in Computer Science) and Margaret Towell (Administrative Coordinator for Graduate Studies) will introduce themselves and welcome you to our graduate program. The CS GSA representative, Xiao-Bo Li will also talk about being a graduate student from a student’s perspective.

1:15 - 3:00 pm, **DC 1304 - TA Training Session**
(Compulsory for all NEW graduate students scheduled to TA a course)
This will cover general information about the structure and nature of your duties, and training in marking procedures organized by the Instructional Support Group (ISG).

3:00 pm, **CS Lounge (DC 3rd Floor) - Coffee With Current Students**
Please drop in for a meet and greet with current grad students and faculty, make new friends and discuss any questions you may have. Refreshments will be provided. Xiao-Bo Li who is the CS GSA representative will be available to answer any questions you may have from a student's perspective and to welcome you to the CS graduate program.

3:30 pm - **Tour of School of Computer Science Research Labs (Meet in the CS Lounge)**
Current graduate students will take the new students for a tour of the School of Computer Science research labs, as well as other sites of interest in DC (Davis Centre) and MC (Math & Computer) buildings.